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Abstract� We present in this paper a novel approach for the modeling
of agents able to react and reason under highly dynamic environments�
A hybrid agent architecture is described� which allows to integrate the
capacity to react rapidly to instantaneous changes in the environment
with the capacity to reason more thoroughly about perceptions and ac
tions� These capacities are implemented as independent processes run
ning concurrently� and exploiting di�erent memorizing abilities� Only a
shortterm memory is made available to reactive agents� whilst longterm
memorizing abilities together with the possibility to reason about incom
plete information is provided to cognitive agents� This model is currently
experimented and tested under the framework of the RoboCup compe
tition� An application example is provided to support the discussion�

� Introduction

The recent development of robotic soccer competition has resulted in the design�
ing of a variety of player models and architectures� Central to these developments
is the speci�cation of adapted� robust and e�cient perception�decision�action
cycle� Pure cognitive agent architectures have been proposed� like in Gaglio ����
where perception is rather approached in terms of static representations� Re�
active agent architectures have been conversely designed� like the subsumption
architecture of Brooks �	�� where the emphasis on the contrary is on the notion
of behavior� Most of these approaches� however� fail to consider the speci�city
of reasoning under dynamic environments� when the sensory information can be
imprecise� uncertain and incomplete� Indeed� it has to be considered that the
degree of veracity of sensory information decreases rapidly with time� since the
environment is continuously evolving 
 consequently� what one agent sees at one
time�instant may be not valid at the next time�instant� Most environments in
the real world are of this kind� and it appears di�cult to perform reasoning and
interpretation with standard arti�cial intelligence techniques� The problem of dy�
namic environment was for example investigated in the path�planning domain
where the changing of the environment with time has been shown to transform
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the correctly found plan to something totally unusable ���� To solve this speci�c
problem some authors have tried to model the incertitude of the information by
stochastic methods� Also to be considered� and even a more complex problem�
is the incompleteness of sensory information� that makes the agent uncertain
about its current world model� a di�culty that is rarely tackled in front ��	��
By incompleteness� we mean the fact that only some part of the world is per

ceived at each time by a given agent� this perception being in turn subject to
incompleteness� depending on the distance and occlusions between objects� We
present in this paper an approach to this problem� which has been developed
in the framework of RoboCup� a competition between multi
agent soccer sys

tems� In the soccer domain� the agents have di�erent and contrasting goals� The
agents in a team are supposed to act in a collaborative way� while the two teams
compete together� They evolve in a highly dynamic environment comprising the
ball� the other agents� and a few static elements like the goal
area� Di�erent
types of challenge are the objectives of this competition� as debated by Itsuiki et
alt� in ����� Our work takes place in the simulation section� more precisely in the
cooperative and opponent
modeling challenge� Agents are simulations of robots
in the soccer domain� They have limited sensory abilities and a small visioning
cone� This application therefore appears as an excellent domain for the study
and development of new reasoning models able to cope with the dynamicity and
incompleteness of information� This kind of problem was already investigated In
the work of Stone et al� ���� but to a limited extent� We have extended and deep

ened this approach by analyzing �i� how to represent and maintain knowledge
about the world and �ii� how to use this knowledge in presence of incomplete
information� in order to increase their completeness� Speci�c inference schemes
have been developed for this purpose� Also speci�c to our approach is the de�

nition of �i� a reference system to simplify the complexity of the computation�
and �ii� a short term and a long term memory �respectively ST memory and
LT memory�� A hybrid agent model is �nally proposed� which allows a mix

ture of reactive and cognitive behaviors ���� �� ���� That architecture realizes the
Turing Machine concepts proposed by Ferguson �	�� and has been inspired by a
previous paper by B� Hayes
Roth ����

� Motivations

We try to clarify in this section the de�nition and use of basic notions like the
ones of reactive and cognitive agents� or short
term and long
termmemory� Some
emphasis is put on the notions of world model and incompleteness of information�

Pure Reactive Player� A pure reactive player makes use of the mere direct in

formation coming through its input sensors to react� i�e� to perform actions�
There is no need to register any past sensory information� nor to perform any
integration within an internally built word model� New incoming information is
the only information used� and it is used instantaneously to decide for the next
action� A pure reactive player �reacts� at the time of perception and all the
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available sensory information is used until new sensory information is available�
Such agent therefore possesses a short term memory �ST memory� that holds
information valid only for the time interval between two perceptions�

Full Cognitive Player� A full cognitive player is able to elaborate an internal
model of the world� based on the past and present sensory information� This
dynamic model in turn may be used to maintain information about moving ob�
jects� and to estimate the certainty of this information� This knowledge is used to
deliberate and decide about new actions� Such agent therefore possesses a long
term memory �LT memory� that holds information allowing the development of
long term goals�

To illustrate these notions� lets take the example of a simple task like the one
consisting in following another player �FP�� This task will be performed di�er�
ently� depending if the player is designed as a reactive or a cognitive agent�

For a pure reactive player a pseudo�code for this task can be�

�� Wait for new sensory information �copy it in ST memory�
	� Look for the X player position in the ST memory

� �a� IF ffoundg THEN fgo into the corresponding direction for one time

intervalg
�b� ELSE fmove at a new position to look for X player and go to �g

�� go to �

For a full cognitive player the pseudo�code to perform the FP task can be�

�� Wait for new sensory information �copy it in ST memory �
	� Look for the X player position in the ST memory

� �a� IF fnot foundg THEN fgo to �g

�b� ELSE ffollow the X player for one time interval and go to �g
�� estimate the X player position �LT memory�
�� �a� IF festimation failsg THEN fgo to �g

�b� ELSE f�go into the computed direction for one time interval and go to
�g

Conceptually speaking� the two behaviors are very similar� since they are
made of the same basic actions� However� the way information is processed�
and more precisely the coupling between information processing and action is
di�erent� since in the rst case� deciding for a new action is the only way to
react to the absence of information� whilst reasoning �a mental� or epistemic
action� is used in the second case to try and recover more information� In fact�
the two abilities should be seen as complementary� since the reactive player will
behave in a faster way� and be able to react to small instantaneous changes in the
environment� whilst the cognitive player may spend most time reasoning without
having to think many decisions about action� To face this complementarity� we
have developed a hybrid player model Fig�	 by mixing reactive and cognitive
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features in the same internal structure� Reactive and cognitive processes run

concurrently in this model� under di�erent priorities of execution � a high priority

will be given to cognitive processes in case enough time is available� whilst the

reactive part will drive the agent otherwise� The ST memory is rather used by the

reactive part of the agent� while the LT memory is rather used by the cognitive

part of the agent� In addition� some restricted exchange of information is allowed

to take place between the two processes� when needed by the reactive part of

the agent�

The Sensory Information� We have focused our attention on the visual informa�

tion� because it represents what the player sees� Visual information is provided

to the agent as a list of objects describing the relative distance� angle� distance

variation� and angle variation� as shown in Fig� �� To be noticed is the fact

that the soccer simulator introduces noise� imprecision and incompleteness� as

illustrated in Fig� �� As shown in this �gure� the information about the three

�observed� players is transmitted to the �observing� player with di�erent levels

of accuracy and completion� For A�� full information about team name� player

number and position is given with high precision� For A	 on the contrary� its

relative distance and occluded position results in less accurate and complete in�

formation � no information about the team number is available� only its position

and velocity are transmitted by the server to the �observing� agent� For an even

farer player like A
� the only information is position and relative velocity� and

its accuracy is not very high�

Visual information:
For A1: ((player team_name uniform_number) distance angle distance_variation anglevariation)
For A2: ((player team_name) distance angle)
For A3: ((player) distance angle)

A1
A2

A3

Shade Cone

Fig� �� Accuracy and completeness of perception

As a consequence� the accuracy and completeness of the information available

to a given player depends on its relative position and distance to others� It may

happen in fact that it is impossible to guess whether another player belongs to

the same team or not� depending on its distance from the observer� or whether

he is moving or not� As a consequence� some processing must be included� in

order to integrate the client information with the time and to build a consistent

model of the world� thus allowing the estimation of lacking information and the

solving of possible con�icts�
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� A Hybrid Agent Architecture

The agent architecture that we propose in this section is born from the necessity
to integrate two complementary ways to process information in a single player �
a cognitive one and a reactive one� A logical view of the proposed agent architec�
ture �LA� is given in Fig��� in terms of functional units� The functional units are
designed as processes running in parallel and communicating by message passing
to improve the global performances�

Environment

PFU

CURU

ADU

AU

PFU

CU

ADU

AU

RU

= Action Unit

= Action Decision Unit

= Cognitive Unit

= Reactive Unit

= Perception Filtering Unit

4

21

3

1

2

3

4

= Only true information

= All Information

= Answer

= Request of information

Fig� �� Player Logic Architecture

Five main functional units may be distinguished in the proposed LA� New
information is received at any time interval by the Perception and Filtering Unit
�PFU�� from the simulator� in order to be processed� The role of the PFU is
to split incomplete information from complete information� based on a straight�
forward analysis of the corresponding objects �see Fig� ��� The sole complete
information is then transmitted to the Reactive Unit �RU� by the PFU� whilst
all information is simultaneously sent to the Cognitive Unit �CU�� The RU then
starts processing the transmitted information� and if a decision can be made
sends a request to the Action Decision Unit �ADU�� The CU may concurrently
infer a new action and send a request to the ADU� The role of the ADU is then
to decide which action to perform from a list of actions� coming from both the
RU and the CU� according to some a priori provided criteria� The decision is
then transmitted to the Action Unit �AU� whose role is to perform the action
by sending a command to the simulator� A trace of the performed action is also
transmitted to the CU�
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��� The Reactive Unit and its ST memory

The reactive unit �see Fig���� as told in previous sections� is a unit that gives
the player the ability to react to new stimuli coming from the environment
via the PFU� The RU comprises one Short Term memory �ST memory�� one
Communication Unit �ComU� and many di�erent Reactive Processes �RPs�� The
RPs work in parallel and share the common ST memory� This memory is merely
designed as the hard copy of the information coming from the PFU� It may
also happen� as already mentioned� that one RP is lacking some information to
perform its task� It is then given the possibility to access the LT memory� which
may then become a shared resource for all RPs� Such access is performed via the
ComU� All decisions of action coming from the RU are sent to the ADU� The
global processing of the RU is a cyclic process of the type ��i� read information
�ii� decide action�� The LT memory is designed as a simple blackboard where
information is maintained by the PFU� and in read	only access for the RPs�
Communication via the ComU should be performed under a speci
c language
�for example the KQML ��� language based on the KIF ��� format� developed
at Stanford�� but in the present implementation� it is reduced to a direct access
to the LT memory with read	only permission�

��� The Cognitive Unit and its LT memory

The cognitive and reactive units work in parallel� The role of the cognitive unit
is to develop more complex behaviors� like planning� or cooperation with others�
It has to be noticed however� that the CU functional architecture �see Fig� �� is
more complex than the RUs one� which may increase the time spent in reasoning
before reacting to changes in the environment� It may happen therefore� if the
environment is changing rapidly� that the CU is not given su�cient time to de	
cide for the next action �the decisions are then taken from the RU� or even that
the decisions are inconsistent with respect to the evolution of the environment�
Conversely� when the environment is changing less rapidly� no urgent decisions
are taken by the RUs� and more time is given to the CU to reason� so that the
overall behavior will reveal more elaborated� The proposed approach is there	
fore consistent with the generic idea of anytime execution� where more accurate
processing is performed when more time is available� The interesting feature of
this approach also lies in the fact that pure reactive behavior is performed when
su�cient information about the world is available� thus allowing a �exible and
dynamically determined alternation between more reactive and more cognitive
behaviors�

The CU is composed of the followingmodules� New Information� LT memory�
World Model� Action Model� Cognitive Inference System� and Cognitive Action
Decision� The New Informationmodules entails the information that is perceived
by the agent at each time interval� It is the only interface between the external
world and the Cognitive Inference System� The role of the World Model is to
store knowledge about how the world is built� in terms of rules and constraints�
It is composed of two parts� the Dynamic Models describe for all objects how
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Fig� �� Reactive Unit �RU� functional architecture

their status may change as a function of their own characteristics� while the
Linguistic Models describe how to derive new object descriptions� The Action
Model comprises a list of actions and models describing� for any action� its in�
�uence on the environment� The role of the Cognitive Inference System is to
evaluate and modify the LT memory at each time interval� The LT memory is
the repository of the knowledge gained by the agent about the world� either by
direct external perception� or by internal reasoning� It is the central data base for
the cognitive component of the agent� The refreshment cycle of the LT memory
depends on the events that can change its status� These events may be either
new information or new actions� When new information is received via the in�
ference system� the LT memory is updated� based on the current LT memory
and World Model rules and constraints� When new actions are performed by the
agent� the LT memory is also updated� depending on the Action Model and the
current LT memory� The updating process of the LT memory is a kind of non
monotonic reasoning� with some restrictions bene�ting from the peculiarities of
this application �a priori knowledge of whether some information of the external
world is complete or not� to allow a fast processing�

��� The Way Information Is Routed

The information is divided by the PFU into two categories� complete and incom�
plete� An information is said to be complete when each element in the object list
is given a description� thus allowing the agent to behave in a perfectly �locally�
known environment� A reactive behavior is launched in this case �i�e� the infor�
mation is transmitted to the RU�� An information is said to be incomplete when
some elements in the object list are lacking� A cognitive behavior is launched in
this case �i�e� the information is transmitted to the CU�� In fact� some more rea�
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Fig� �� Cognitive Unit �CU� functional architecture

soning is necessary in this case to ensure that the agent behaves in a consistent
way�

Consider for example the two following information messages�

� Information �� ��player team � uniform ��� �� �� � 	�
� Information �� ��player� �� ���

In the 
rst case all information about the player is available whilst much
less is known in the second case� More information is needed in this case before
deciding for any action� Due to the possibility given to the RU to communicate
with the CU to obtain more information� a wide range of situations are in fact
considered� ranking from pure reactive situations� where the RU works as a stand
alone module� to pure cognitive situations�

��� Processing Incomplete Information via the CU

Three di�erent cases have to be distinguished� as regards the completeness of
the information received by the CU�

� Case �� Every object is correctly and completely perceived
� Case �� Some information is lacking� because of the limited perception abili�

ties of the player �distant objects� objects lying out of the agent vision cone�
� Case �� What is perceived is incomplete and imprecise� due to environmental

conditions � objects lying within the vision cone may be incompletely seen
or even lacking� if occluded for example by another object�

No speci
c problem is encountered in the 
rst case� the LT memory can be
directly updated with the new incoming information� Some reasoning has to be
performed in the second case to retrieve lacking information � past information
may be used for this purpose� and provide estimates for lacking objects� based on
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the dynamic models available �the new position of the ball for example may be
estimated based on past information about its position and velocity�� In the third
case� incomplete information may be retrieved by means of a matching process
under which the e�ective and estimated information about the world� stored in
the LT memory� is matched against the incomplete descriptions available�

The whole information management process may be summarized as follows�

� Case �� Update the LT memory based on complete object descriptions�
� Case �� Try and estimate lacking information by simulating the evolution of

previously seen objects� if currently out of scope�
� Case ��

�� Update the LT memory with the estimated information�
	� When information is incomplete� try and 
nd matching descriptions in

the available object lists� then complete this information�
�� Update the LT memory with the completed information�

� The Application

The proposed agent architecture� its various processing units and modules� have
been designed as general purpose components� We have tested the validity and
performance of these components by building dedicated agents for the RoboCup
competition�

The system is currently under implementation� it is running under UNIX
and implemented in C���

We focalize in what follows on the way reactive and cognitive players dif
ferently process information� due to their distinct memory abilities� We propose
to analyze the two initial and 
nal situations depicted in Fig��� The opposing
team is 
gured out in white on this display� it is based on the Humboldt Uni
versity program team� winner of RoboCup ��� Our team� 
gured out in black�
is comprising only two players� in order that each of them has maximal sensory
information available�

Player � in our team is designed as a pure reactive player� and denoted as
R Player� whilst player 	 in our team is designed as a hybrid player� and de
noted as H Player� R Player only uses reactive components and the ST memory�
H Player� on the contrary� is designed according to the proposed hybrid archi
tecture� it may use reactive as well as cognitive components� and makes use of a
LT memory� As may be observed from Fig��� these two players are inactive� and
do not move from the initial to the 
nal situation� whilst the opponent players
and the ball are actively moving � the objective of the following sections is to
show how the knowledge and representations of R Player and H Player evolve
under these conditions�

��� Memory Structure

Every sensory information is transmitted in the form of a list of object descriptors
starting with �see x ����� where x is the referred time for the action of seeing� The
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Inital Situation Final situation

Fig� �� An example game situation

objects are represented by their name and their features� As already exempli�ed�
��player� ���� �� means �object � player� distance � ����� angle � ��� A more
detailed explanation for the grammar can be found in the soccer server manual
����

Whatever the kind of memory possessed by the agent� information is stored
as a list of object descriptors� For each object a list of features is reported in
the corresponding object descriptor array� The meaning of each element is as
follows�

obj � object identi�cation number� used to �nd the object in the object descrip�
tor array	

type � object type identi�cation number� used to represent an object type 
for
example� � � ball� � � opponent player� etc�	

id � internal identi�cation 
for internal use	
see � number used to represent the time at which the player has seen the object	
sim � number used to represent the amount of simulations for the dynamic

object 
used only in the LT memory	
ux�uy�px�py�vx�vy�ax�ay�dv � array used to represent various geometric fea�

tures 
position� velocity and so on�	
� � �ag 
for internal use	

��� Reactive vs Cognitive Player in the Initial Situation

In this section we analyze how the two players handle the information available
in the initial situation shown in Fig��� The two players see the opponent players�
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the ball as well as other information� The corresponding agents are launched for
the very initial time at time �� so they have no memory of the past �if any��

Below is the information available to R Player at time ��

R PLAYER sensory information at time �� � �see � ��goal l� ���� 	�� ��
ag
c b� ���� ��� ��
ag l t� �� �� ��
ag l b� ��� �	�� ��
ag p l t� ���� ��
��
ag p l c� ���� 	�� ��
ag p l b� ��� �� ��player� ��� 	�� ��player� ����
	�� ��player� ���� � ��player� ��� �� ��player AT Humboldt �� �	 � �� ��
��player AT Humboldt� ���� �	� ��player AT Humboldt �� ���  �� �� ��player
AT Humboldt �� ���� � � ��� ��line l� ���� ����� ��

This sensory information is processed by the R player reactive units� Ac�
cording to the current design� only information about the players and the ball is
considered� From this set of information� only complete descriptions are used� like
� �player AT Humboldt �� �	 � �� ��� where the team name �AT Humboldt��
the player number ���� the distance� the angle� the distance variation and the
angle variation ��	 � �� � are known� Information like ��player� ��� �� is
discarded� because incomplete�

The processing of this information by the R player produces a new represen�
tation in ST memory reported in Tab���

Table �� State of the R player ST memory at time �

Object obje type id see sim ux uy px py vx vy ax ay dv �

Humboldt � �� � � � � � � ���� ���� � � � � � �

Humboldt � �� � � � � � � ���� ��	 � � � � � �

Humboldt � �� � � � � � � ��� ����	 � � � � � �

The information reported in Tab�� is the result of a rough 	ltering and pro�
cessing of the sensory information transmitted by the server� Only three objects
are correctly seen � the opponent player 
�� and �� respectively represented under
identi	ers �� �� and �� in the ST memory� Information about eight players in
total has in fact been transmitted� the other players being out of viewing �like op�
ponent 		 for example�� Among these eight players� 	ve of them are too far away
or partially occluded �like players �� and ��� which results in the transmission
of partial information which is not considered by the R player�

Below is the information available to H Player at time ��

H PLAYER sensory information at time �� ��see � ��goal l� ���� ���� ��
ag c t�
���� 	�� ��
ag l t� 	���� ��� ��
ag p l t� ��	 ��� ��
ag p l c� ���� ���� ��
ag p l
b� ���� ��� ��ball� ���� �� ��player� �	�� ���� ��player� �	�� ���� ��player� ���
�� ��player� ��� ��� ��player AT Humboldt� ���� �	�� ��player AT Humboldt�
���� ��� ��player� ���� ��� ��player AT Humboldt �� �	 ��� �� �� ��player�
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���� ��� ��player� 		�
 �� ��player AT Humboldt� 		�
 	� ��player pippo �� ����
� �� �� ��line t� � �	����

The processing of this information by the H player produces a new represen�

tation in LT memory reported in Tab���

Table �� State of the H player LT memory at time �

Object obj type id see sim ux uy px py vx vy ax ay dv �

Ball � � � � � � � ���� ���� � � � � � �

Pippo � � � � � � � � ����� ����� � � � � � �

Humboldt � �� � � � � � � ��� ����� � � � � � �

As may be seen from Tab��� only three objects are correctly seen � the oppo�

nent player �� the ball and player ��

To be noticed is the fact that the information available to the R Player and

the H Player is very similar� when initially launched� At this very initial time in

fact� there is no way for the cognitive player to complete the available information

by himself� since there is no past information available�

��� Reactive vs Cognitive Players in the Final Situation

The two players are now in the �nal situation depicted in Fig�	� They have the

possibility� if given this capacity� to handle past as well as present information�

Below is the information available respectively to R Player and H Player� to�

gether with the state of their respective memories� Note that the information

has been gained at di
erent times by the two players� due to the e
ective inde�

pendence between the two players� which run concurrently�

R PLAYER sensory information at time �	 ��see �	 ��goal l� 
��� ��� ���ag
c b� �	�� ��	 � �� ���ag l t� � ��� ���ag l b� 
��
 ���� ���ag p l t� ���
 ���
���ag p l c� ��
 �� ���ag p l b� ���� �� ��player� 
��
 ��� ��player� ���
 �
�
��player AT Humboldt� 	�	 �� ��player� ���� ��� ��player AT Humboldt �� ��
� �� �� ��player AT Humboldt� 	��	 		� ��line l� 
��� �����

Table �� State of the R player ST memory at time ��

Object obj type id see sim ux uy px py vx vy ax ay dv �

Humboldt � �	 � � �� �� � � 	�� ���� � � � � � �
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H PLAYER sensory information at time �� �Bu���see �� ��goal l� �	
� ���
���ag c t� 	�
� ��� ���ag l t� ���
� �	� ���ag p l t� ��
� ��� ���ag p l c� 	

��� ���ag p l b� ��
	 ���� ��player� ��
� ��� ��player� ��
� �� ��player� ��
�
���� ��player� 	�
	 �	� ��player AT Humboldt� ��
	 ���� ��player AT Humboldt�
��
� �� ��player AT Humboldt� ��
� ��� ��player AT Humboldt �� ��
 �	 �
���
��
�� ��player� ��
� ��� ��player AT Humboldt ��� ��
� � �� �� ��player pippo
�� ��
� � �� �� ��line t� �� �����

Table �� State of the H player LT memory at time ��

Object obj type id see sim ux uy px py vx vy ax ay dv �

Ball � � � �� �� � � ����� ���� ���� ����� � � � �

Pippo � � � � �� �� � � ����� ����� ��� ��� � � � �

Humboldt � �� � � �� �� � � ����� ���� ���� ���� � � � �

Humboldt � �	 � � �� �� � � ����� ����
 ��� ��� � � � �

Humboldt �� �� � � �� �	 � � ����� ���� ���� ���� � � � �

Humboldt �� �� � � �� �� � � ����	 ��
 ���
 ��� � � � �

We have seen that in the initial situation �time ��� the memorizing behaviors
remain substantially similar� In the �nal situation on the contrary� the dynamism
of the environment result into more substantial changes� For the R player in fact�
the environment is formed by only one object �object ���� This player has no
possibility to reason about changes in the environment� and only possesses an
instantaneous representation of the world state� The H player on the contrary
takes advantage of a more complete representation of the environment state and
history� To be noticed is the fact that only objects seen at time 	� are directly
perceived� Information about other objects �e�g� previously seen objects �� �

and ��� has been estimated in the course of a simulation process� The matching
process is not implemented yet and therefore not available to the H player�

Whereas R player is only given the possibility to react to instantaneous in�
formation about the world� H player is given the possibility to exploit a more
complete range of past and present information� thus enlarging his a priori re�
stricted vision abilities by reasoning about non directly perceived objects�

� Team Description

Our approach to the task of Soccer Competition have been inspired by real soccer
competition��� In the real soccer the �eld is divided in three longitudinal zones
�A�B�C� and three vertical zones �����	� �See Fig���� The type of game changes
in function of the zone in which the ball and the players are situated� Zones
A and C �lateral corridors� are extern and favorable to fast game� The central
zone� �zone B�� is a zone full of players and very busy� Any player in this zone
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has the objective of passing the ball to the external zone to support game in
zone C and A� Conversely at the zones ����� are associated di�erent game spirit�
Zone � is the defensive zone� Players situated in this zone have the intention to
avoid goal and to capture the ball� Zone � is an intermediate zone� In this zone
players prepare and control the game� The zone � is an o�ensive zone� where all
must be done to realize the goal� Player in this zone must be very reactive and
opportunist�

Zones esprit

2: temporize
3: attack

1: defensive

C

A

B

1 2 3

A/C: corridors
B:     central

Long. zones

Fig� �� The �eld partition� and the team distribution

A formation consists of eleven players� each with a role� The following are
distinguish in� one Goalie� � Defenders� � Mid	elders� � Wing
Forwards� � At

tachers� The behavior and the position in the 	eld is determined by the player�s
role� Players have an adaptation to the 	eld position and changes the spirit of
game from attack to defensive following the zone spirit� The role is characterized
by some special behaviors� For example Goalie has the behavior of catch the ball�
So� our team structure has the follows features� �i dynamic behavior special

ization� �ii �exible positioning and game orientation� �ii �exible and dynamic
game spirit�

� Conclusion

We have proposed a hybrid agent architecture as being built from a combina

tion of reactive and cognitive behaviors running in a concurrent way� The core
di�erence between these two kinds of behaviors lies in the associated memory
abilities � only short
term memory abilities are provided to the reactive behav

iors� whilst full long
term memorizing capacities are provided to the cognitive
one� The short
term memory is the mere replication of the initial sensory infor

mation that is made available to the agent by the simulator� To be noticed is the
fact that parts of this information may furthermore be discarded� if incomplete�
The long
term memory on the contrary holds parts of the initial sensory in

formation� completed with information estimated in an autonomous way� based
on the reasoning abilities provided to the cognitive behavior� A varied range of
decisions may therefore be taken by the ADU� from pure reactive ones in case
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su�cient information is available to full cognitive ones when su�cient time is

available� Speci�c to our approach indeed is the fact that reactive and cognitive

processes are considered as separate paths� each processing information in an

autonomous way� rather than designed in a hierarchical way� as in traditional

approaches� where the cognitive processes are meant to control the activation of

reactive processes�
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